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 AUTUMN TERM 1 2022

Dates for 
your diaries 

Year 11 mocks 
Monday 31st 
October - Friday 
4th November 

Year 7 Tutor 
Evening - 10th 
November 

Remembrance 
Service - Friday 
11th November 

GCSE 
Presentation 
Evening - 
Wednesday 16th 
November  

Year 12 Tutor 
Evening - 
Thursday 17th 
November 

Christmas 
Concert - 30th 
November - 2nd 
December 

Carol Service- 
Wednesday 14th 
December 

IN THIS ISSUE: 
News and Events - School Trips - Sports News - Year 7 - Community Pages  

Featuring: boybands, huge sporting achievement, invaluable out of classroom experiences and much more!

From the Headteacher’s desk… 

Welcome to this year's first edition of the 
brilliant Malmesbury Matters. This term we 
welcome our new Editor in Chief, Mrs Jess 

Green, we're excited to see how she builds upon the great 
work of our outgoing Editor, Mr Dan Baker. 

Alongside Mrs Green, we are delighted to have welcomed 
many new staff to the school, it is great to see them in 
action and adding to the outstanding experience for all 
students. 

I would also like to welcome all of our new Year 7 students and parents to our 
school community. The students are such a positive group of young people 
and their big smiles and can-do attitude have been a welcome addition to the 
school. Mrs Morris, new Pastoral Leader for Year 7 has been over the moon 
with their progress so far. 

Similarly, in the sixth form we welcomed our biggest ever Year 12. Our large 
number of sixth formers are truly the leaders of the student body and have set 
such a great example to all our younger students. 

As we approach our lovely 2-week October half term, I wish all our staff and 
students a restful and enjoyable break. 
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Here at Last! 
A Tik-Tok sensation took the Malmesbury stage by 
storm as boyband Here at Last both entertained 
and educated Year 10 and 11 earlier this term. 

We were very lucky to have this group on our 
stage, and they not only shared their talent as 
musicians but also shared their stories about 
staying safe online and the importance of looking 
after our mental health.  

News and Events

Sexual Circus 
On Tuesday 4th October, pupils in Year 9 and 10 
watched the Sexual Health Circus Show as part of 
their Relationship and Sex Education (RSE) 
curriculum in iLearn.  

The Sexual Health Circus is a new ‘circus in 
education’ show and project enhancing young 
people’s experience of sexual health education 
through the engaging medium of circus! The show 
covered a range of topics including: gender, 
sexuality, contraception, sexually transmitted 
infections, consent, healthy and unhealthy 
relationships, pornography, nudes (sexting), 
pleasure and access to services.  

After the live show, the students were invited to 
take part in an anonymous question and answer 
session with the team and a sexual health 
educator.  

“They were really great singers and I 
loved that we were doing something 

so different in school”
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News and Events

Bugsy Malone 
The show has been cast, and now all our wonderful 
performers are rehearsing, rehearsing, rehearsing! 

The cast includes performers from Year 7 to Year 13 
and promises to be a spectacle of splurge, 
Charleston and danger! It’s a date for your diary!! 

Published illustrator attends Malmesbury 
School 
We are so proud that Kate Hobbs in Year 12 has had her talent 
recognised so widely. Kate has beautifully illustrated the book Gospel 
in a Nutshell by Trisha Foote. Kate said the following about the 
process: 

“I really enjoyed bringing the characters to life by using 
colour in different ways”

Kate continues to illustrate in her spare time and is studying towards 3 A Levels; 
including Fashion and Textiles where she can continue to apply her creative 
flair! We look forward to seeing what the future holds in store for Kate!

Mathematical Poetry 
Last Friday we, along with all the other Trust schools, 
took twelve Year 7 students to Sir William Romney’s 
to a live performance of the Mathematical Poet, 
Harry Baker.  It was a fantastic day.  The live 
performance was amazing with poems about prime 
numbers and… German falafel spoons!!  Harry is 
engaging, witty and took questions from the 
audience with sincerity and humour.  

Students who attended then had the opportunity to 
participate in two workshops; one run by Harry 
himself in which students wrote and performed their 
own poetry and another in which we learnt how 
Maths is so important in the World in which we live. 

‘’My favourite part of the Harry Baker 
performance was the poem Paper 

People because of the mix of 
alliteration and rhyming.’’
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Geography - beyond the 
classroom 
We were delighted to get out into the field and 
this term, Year 11 Geographers travelled to Bath, 
and Year 9 headed to Brean.  

The weather was stunning for both our sets of 
Year 9s and Year 11s. All our students boarded the 
coach excited for the opportunity to gather data 
in the field, a skill they will be examined on over 
the next few years.  

Berrow Sands and Burnham on Sea provided 
excellent starting locations for Year 9, while the 
rivers on the university grounds at Bath Spa were 
more appropriate for the data collection experts 
in Year 11. 

School trips

“I really enjoyed getting out of the 
classroom and seeing what we have 

learned about in real life”

“The age range of people in Burnham 
on sea surprised me, when I was 
collecting data I wasn’t expecting 

everyone to be so old!”

“I enjoyed both the human and physical 
data collection” 
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A Level Art trip to the Tate 
Modern, London 

The A level artists as well as some Year 11 
prospective A Level students enjoyed an inspiring 
workshop at Tate Modern led by one of the resident 
Tate artists. It was wonderful to see our A Level 
artists working collaboratively as they discussed 
contemporary art in the incredible space of Tate 
Modern and then made their own thought 
provoking collective piece in response. We also 
had the opportunity to explore the galleries and 
watch the latest Hyundai commission by Cecilia 
Vicuña being installed in the Turbine Hall. 

“I really enjoyed being able to be in a new 
space and explore the gallery. Being able 

to spend time with the artworks and 
sketch and properly experience the 

work.”

School trips Spanish Exchange 

Over the past week students from Cabañes in the east 
of Spain have come to Malmesbury to enjoy a flavour 
of British life and culture. We’ve taken our partners to 
chip shops, met in the park and helped them explore a 
school much bigger than the one they know. There 
was even plenty of rain to top off the full British 
experience! 

On Wednesday we took our Spanish Exchange 
partners to the Roman Baths and saw the ancient 
architecture and engineering. There were columns and 
arches and we all got a sense of the history of Bath 
and a glimpse into life two thousand years ago. We 
even got to taste the water that rises from the hot 
springs which is said to have healing powers, but 
really just tasted rather metallic and unpleasant; I 
remember my exchange partner, Aitana, tasting it and 
spitting it straight back out in disgust. Later, we were 
able to walk around Bath in small groups and get to 
know our partners better, all whilst going shopping! 

I have found that the whole experience has been very 
exciting. I felt I have got on very well with Aitana and I 
know that I speak for the whole group when I say that 
the exchange has been an incredible opportunity to 
connect with new people and a great opportunity to 
practice Spanish. 

Dylan Shah 10KM 

The return leg of the exchange is 30th October - 6th 
November. Let’s hope there’s no rain in our visit! 
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Year 7 trip to Hidden Woods 

Over the past term, Year 7 were invited to have a 
day off timetable to carry out team building 
exercises at Hidden Woods, a forest school near 
Bath. They were encouraged to spend time as 
their form group, building positive relationships 
that will last their school lifetime.  

We thought that Year 7 would describe their 
experiences better so over to Evie and Ava:  

This was how our day went at Hidden Woods, 
our first ever Year 7 trip! 

Once we had reached our destination there were 
two friendly people ready to greet us.  They 
introduced themselves and began the safety talk. 
Then they walked us over to the site where we 
would begin the main activities of the day. 

Once we were all sat down around the fire they 
told us the layout of the day. Then finally we 
started the adventures of the woods!  

We were put into small teams of 6 working with 
current friends but also new people which helped 
us to socialise. Quickly the guides ran through 
how to build a waterproof shelter. Then they let 
us go off in our teams to commence our building 
at our chosen spot. 

After lots of hard work we enjoyed our lunch and 
had fun playing on the handmade swings and 
hammocks. Finally, our guides taught us how to 
create a fire and we toasted some s'mores on it! 

After a great day of fun we sang a few songs and 
said our goodbyes. 

It was a great day! 

School trips
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A champion in our halls! 
Our very own Alex in Year 11 had an exciting and 
nerve wracking September defending his Pétanque 
title. In his own words, Alex takes us through his 
experience:  

 “ On September 17th I travelled to 
Lowestoft to take part in the national 

pétanque junior shooting competition. I 
felt pressure to restore my title for the 

second year running. I felt nervous going 
in to the semis up against a tough 

opposition, I scraped through and went to 
the final and eventually won 16-5. 

Overall a good day - worth the journey.”

Sport News

These girls can 
On the morning of Tuesday, the 27th of 
September fourteen Year 10 girls were involved 
in a range of physical exercise activities. During 
our morning of activities, through the schools 
This Girl Can program, we tried out various 
activities ranging from Boxercise and Self-
defence to Zumba and Yoga. There were also 
girls from three other schools, Chipping 
Sodbury, Sheldon and Bradon Forest involved.  

The sessions we most enjoyed were the Zumba 
and Boxercise. During the Boxercise session we 
developed a successful way to help us release 
any stress that we have. This has been 
something that some of us have taken outside of 
school with carrying on Boxercise at home with 
our families. This was all caused by the session 
within the morning. Then with the Zumba 
sessions we enjoyed it so much that we would 
like to have Zumba included within our PE 
lessons at school.  

The morning has helped us develop a new love 
for certain physical activities and given us a 
different outlook on these areas.  

Written by: Torri, Freya and Lily – Year 10
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Year 7
A “fantabulous” first Term for Year 7 
As Senior Pastoral Leader for Year 7, it has been an 
enormous privilege to work alongside Year 7 as they 
start their Malmesbury Journey.  They have shown 
resilience, perseverance and a real commitment to 
the school values of being happy, caring and 
excellent.    It hasn’t been smooth sailing for 
everyone, but we are all in the same boat, learning 
together and supporting each other as best we can.  
I challenged Year 7 in September to think about how 
they wanted to be described as a year group, and I 
am hugely proud of the fact that the most common 
feedback I have from teachers is that they are 
“awesome”, “hard-working” and “determined”.     
As I write, I am sitting with a couple of Year 7s who 
have been busy interviewing their classmates and 
tell me that they could do a better job of a review of 
the first term.  So, over to you Annabelle and Eliza: 

Before starting at Malmesbury School , some people 
were nervous and other people were excited.  In our 
tutor groups there are students from a variety of 
schools and it has been fantabulous getting to know 
new people.   For others, this change has been 
trickier, but we are all finding our feet.   

We have interviewed some other Year 7s to get their 
opinions on their first term at Malmesbury School 
and these are some of the things they said: 

Being at Malmesbury feels very different.  This is 
because we are moving around to many lessons and 
there are a lot more people here than in primary 

school.  This has taken some getting used to for all 
of us!  The library has been used to get away from 
the busy corridors and relax before lessons.   

It has been interesting to have a variety of different 
teachers that have helped us settle in.  Lots of 
people have said that they enjoy French lessons 
with Miss Bradley because she talks to us when we 
come in the room and we are always learning 
things in a fun way.   Others are really enjoying 
Design & Technology.  In Textiles we are making 
monster toys and have been creating mood boards 
to plan our designs.   In music, we have been 
learning lots of different songs from around the 
world and singing as a group. It has been fun 
performing to the class, even though some people 
are reluctant singers!    People have also enjoyed 
Drama and Dance because it is different from other 
lessons and it is something we didn’t get to do at 
primary school apart from the Year 6 production. 

Lots of people have enjoyed the extra-curricular 
activities like choir, sports clubs, science club and 
getting involved in the school show, Bugsy 
Malone.   We also all got to spend a day away from 
lessons to socialise with our tutor groups at Hidden 
Woods, where we made dens, lit fires and toasted 
marshmallows over them.  Yum! 

Some people say that school would be better if they 
could wear their pyjamas all day, but other than 
that there weren’t really any other complaints from 
our interviewees! 

Thanks for reading! 

Written by “the fantabulous” Eliza and Annabelle     
(& Mrs Morris) 
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Ms Deans is our EDI Lead across the Athelstan Trust. This section will be a regular feature in Malmesbury 
Matters moving forward, and we are delighted that Ms Deans is leading us in this important work. Over to 
Ms Deans… 

EDI means Equality, Diversity and Inclusion. It is aimed at making everyone feel welcome at Malmesbury 
School. There is a specific focus on EDI across the Athelstan Trust. The focus of EDI at Malmesbury School 
and across the Trust includes: Race & Culture, Gender, Sexuality (LGBTQIA+) and Neurodiversity.  

Our aim is to build on our culture of belonging for all our staff and students. We want our students to be 
global citizens and this starts at Malmesbury School, where we champion knowledge, awareness and 
celebration of others.   

So, what will this look like? 

Well, hopefully all of us working together to continue to make the school a welcoming space where 
everyone can feel a sense of belonging and acceptance for who they are. 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

Essentially, we all want the same things – to be happy, caring and excellent – and there are some things that 
we can still do to ensure that this is the same experience for everyone: 

·      Assessing our environment to ensure that it is a welcoming space and that everyone feels 
represented and respected 

·      Reviewing the curriculum to ensure that it is representative and relevant 
·      Raising awareness. This term we have seen the new launch of the One Love Lunchtime Club for 

LGBTQIA+ students and allies, as well as the EDIT club for Black, Caribbean, Asian, Other Minority 
Ethnic Students and allies 

·       Our Anti-Bullying and Lead Equalities Ambassadors stamp out bullying and inequalities in our 
school and are working towards the Princess Diana Awards Training Badges 

Look out for our extra curriculur events, guest speakers, new activities and ways to get involved. We would 
love to see you working with us and supporting our drive to ensure EVERYBODY’S WELCOME! 
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Malmesbury’s Marathon Man - Tom Chipperfield 
Two years ago, my friend Chris was diagnosed with stage four bowel cancer, the cancer had spread to his liver 
and his prognosis was not good. He was one of 43,000 people in the UK diagnosed with bowel cancer every 
year, 10,000 of these people are diagnosed with stage 4 bowel cancer which is the most serious and hardest 
to treat stage. On the 5th of April 2022, Chris received the news that his treatment had been unsuccessful and 
his treatment was no longer aiming to remove the tumours in his liver but to limit their growth and make him 
as comfortable as possible. To both raise awareness of bowel cancer and to raise funds to support the work of 
the charity Bowel Cancer UK, I decided to contact them, hoping to receive one of their charity places to run 
in the London Marathon. To my great surprise and indeed terror, I was actually offered a place at the London 
Marathon by Bowel Cancer UK.  

Being a keen runner, but only of much shorter 
distances, the thought of running 42 kilometres 
was daunting however I was now committed to 
my first marathon. I started training in late April, 
running a minimum of three times a week and 
covering a total distance of 875 km. The long runs 
were particularly challenging, the longest I ran in 
training was 35 km and any run over 30 km was 
extremely tough. Whenever a run felt difficult, I 
would think of Chris, of his wife and two young 
children and hold onto the thought that what I was 
doing was a positive response to a terrible 
situation.  

Community Pages 
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Staff activities, useful links and 
job opportunities  

Our very own Mrs 
Gibbons, Head of Art has 
completed quite the 
challenge. 

 “Here is my summer fun, 
Tough Mudder 10K. I am 
trying not to get 
electrocuted on the last of 
the 20 obstacles called 
Electroshock Therapy as I 
headed for the finish line.”

Wreath making 
Mr Heasman was kind enough to offer staff the opportunity to get spend some 
time appreciating nature on the school grounds. We made autumnal wreaths and 
had a great time creating these masterpieces! 
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Bowel Cancer UK asked me to raise £2500 
in return for my marathon place. Chris was 
actively involved in the fundraising efforts, 
sharing his story on social media and asking 
people to donate to Bowel Cancer UK. 
Within the first 24 hours of my Just Giving 
page going live, Chris’ efforts had led to over 
£2000 being donated. To raise further funds, 
we organised a charity hockey tournament. 
Chris and myself met through playing 
hockey together at the University of Bath so 
this seemed a fitting way to bring lots of 
hockey friends together and raise loads of 
money. We raised another £2000 on this one 
day alone. Currently, we have raised over £9000 for 
Bowel Cancer UK.   

Marathon day arrived on October 2nd with a glorious 
forecast of a warm sunny day. I was emotional, nervous, 
excited and terrified yet determined to make Chris and 
all the people who had sponsored me proud. When 
running the London Marathon, the noise and support 
from the crowd along the whole course is electrifying 
and I duly set off feeling strong but running far too fast. I 
completed the first 25 km with ease but from this point 
onwards everything became very challenging. Initially I 
felt sick, a well-known consequence of eating energy 
gels to sustain you on a long run. The weather became 
incredibly warm and I did not drink enough water. By 30 
km my pace was decreasing and every muscle in my legs 

was threatening 
to cramp. I 
willed myself 
onwards, if only 
to make it to see 
my family at 
about the 35 km 
mark. I made it 
to them and 
stopped for a 
quick yet 
emotional hug. 
The pain in my 
legs now 
steadily 
increased and 
by 40 km the 
cramp had 

become so severe that I was unable to run. I 
walked the last 2 km, with the crowd willing me 
on, shouting my name and telling me to run. 
Somehow, I limped over the finish line and while 
others around me were celebrating the great 
achievement of completing a marathon, I simply 
felt relief at finally making it to the end. Late in the 
summer, Chris’ health had taken a serious turn for 
the worse and he sadly died on September 17th. 
Chris never saw me run the London Marathon but 
he was with me in those final two agonising 
kilometres, we started this journey together and we 
finished together.   

I am passionate about raising awareness of bowel 
cancer so I will finish with this, see your GP if you 
experience any of the following symptoms; a 
consistent change in bowel movements, blood in 
your faeces, a pain or swelling in your abdomen or 
sudden unexplained weight loss. The Bowel Cancer 
UK website has lots of excellent information on 
bowel cancer but catching this cancer early is key 
to boosting the chances of surviving it. Had Chris 
done so earlier, it is likely he would still be here 
today. If you wish to support Bowel Cancer UK, 
please search for my Just Giving page (search for 
Tom Chipperfield on the Just Giving website). 

Written by Tom Chipperfield 

Community 
Pages 
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What is my child learning this term? 
Year 7 - https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Year-7-curriculum-booklet-Final-June.pdf  

Year 8 - https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Year-8-curriculum-booklet-Final-June.pdf 

Year 9- https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Year-9-curriculum-booklet-final-June.pdf 

Year 10 & 11 - https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/KS4-curriculum-booklet.pdf 

Community Pages 
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Should your child feature in Malmesbury Matters? 
We always want to hear about the wonderful accomplishments your child achieves - so tell 

us about them! Please email: mailin@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk with pictures and a 
summary of the activity! 

jhainsworth@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk 

https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/vacancies/ 

mailto:jhainsworth@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk
mailto:mailin@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk
https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/vacancies/
https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Year-7-curriculum-booklet-Final-June.pdf
https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Year-8-curriculum-booklet-Final-June.pdf
https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Year-9-curriculum-booklet-final-June.pdf
https://malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/KS4-curriculum-booklet.pdf
mailto:jhainsworth@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk
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